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Part 1: Knitting in Community and Service Tracy Spinka-Doms

Hi! My name is Tracy, and I’m a knitter. Actually, I’m more of a fiber arts
enthusiast…knitting has just dominated the last number of years.  What I
am going to talk about today, at least for me, could apply to knitting,
spinning, crocheting, or weaving.  My husband tells me I am addicted…I
prefer the word passionate.  Fear not, though - I am not here today to make
knitting converts of all of you…but if there is anyone who wants to start
down that path I would be more than happy to be an enabler! Rather, I am
here to talk about how to take an everyday practice, a hobby or craft, to
another level.  So while I am speaking about knitting because that is
meaningful to me, you may find more meaning by substituting in something
meaningful to you - like painting or drawing, crocheting, gardening,
cooking, quilting, or something else for which you have a passion.

Please humor me for a moment: if I were to ask you to close your eyes and
picture a knitter, what is the first image that comes to your mind?  It’s OK –
I won’t be offended.  Most immediately go the image of a grandmotherly
woman either sitting alone in her living room in a rocker or on her porch,
with a ball of yarn and two long, straight needles.  Would you be surprised
if I told you that image couldn’t be further from the truth?  Knitters today are
truly not defined by any bounds – they range from young to old, knowing no
racial, political, cultural, nor gender bounds.  There are yarns and supplies
out there for the wealthy and the not-so wealthy, the eco-conscious and the
not-so eco-conscious. Any that sitting alone part?  Well, that also couldn’t
be further from the truth.

The knitting community is extremely diverse and active in both the real and
virtual worlds. While the local yarn shop may be at the center of a knitting
community that is not always the case.  I moved to Delaware in 2001
knowing no one but my husband, initially meeting a few of his friends.
While I am largely an introvert, I still have the need to interact with others,
and I soon found myself going stir crazy. I knitted at that time – by myself
and not always regularly– but it was something I enjoyed.  So, with the help
of my friendly web browser, I soon found that there were a few local yarn
shops and two knitting groups that I immediately reached out to and joined.



By the way – for any of those who know my story, this also sounds a lot like
how I found this church.  But I digress…

As a result, some of my first friends in Delaware were knitters.  Soon I
made connections to a few spinners and was able to fulfill a desire I had
since childhood, which was to learn spinning. Then that took me to
weaving, another interest from childhood.  The point is not that I was
gaining experience in hobbies I always wanted to try, it was that I was
meeting people, making connections.  I found people who were generous
with their time and wanted to share the gifts and knowledge. While there
are always exceptions, I can honestly say that the knitters – and really the
fiber community at large – are some of the most open people I have come
across.

I don’t want to speak for all knitters, but with many of my knitter friends,
there is a sense of interconnectedness across time.  For some, their
knitting style has cultural origins, where the tradition of certain styles has an
ethnic reflection of their heritage.  They feel it connects them to their roots.
For others it is the tradition of family, where the craft has been passed
along generations of knitters.  Even for those who have recently learned
from friends, there seems to be a sense of generations, of ancestry.
Knitting connects the past to the present, connects people across time.
With it comes that sense of “something bigger” beyond our own scope.

Not only can we connect to a greater past through our hobby, we can
connect to each other in the present. There are group knitting opportunities
readily available, whether they be a small open knit time at a yarn store, a
planned event like Worldwide Knit in Public Day, or a structured group.  In
some of these settings, I have been given the gift of being let into other
knitters’ lives and families as they opened up to me, through trust, sharing
things deeply personal along the way.  I remember a friend of mine who
has since passed on sharing some deeply personal stories about when her
first son was born with Down’s Syndrome.  She opened her home to a
group of us knitters, and we all became a part of her extended family.  Her
passing was deeply felt by all of us, and now six years later we are able to
celebrate and fondly remember her and reflect upon her influence in our
lives.  The family she left behind is still a part of our knitting family, and
many of us were given yarn to knit something to remember her by.  It is
also through knitting that I learned another long-time knitting companion
was a breast cancer survivor with a double mastectomy; she was making



“knitted knockers” for other survivors.  I could go on with many more
examples, but I won’t.  Everyone has their own story, but I find that in the
safety of the knitting community there seems to be more openness to share
these stories which create these deeper connections.  For me, this type of
deep, willing vulnerability is a spiritual experience –people in the moment
without any pretense, exposed and trusting in one another.  For me, it is a
gift.

Switching gears a bit, in 2007 Ravelry hit the internet.  Ravelry is a free,
international online community initially for knitters and crocheters, which
rapidly expanded to include other fiber crafts.  As of January 2016, Ravelry
was reporting close to 6 million members and continues to grow.  In
addition to finding patterns and yarn information, one of the most attractive
and fun aspects are the forums and groups.  These are virtual communities
joined by common interests and themes, and one can find all sorts of
activities there: knitalongs (and their more cryptic variant mystery
knitalongs), the Ravellenic games (initially called the Knitting Olympics until
forced to change their name), Sock Sniper – an annual sock knitting
elimination contest, Tour de Fleece and its knitting counterpart Tour de
Sock, which are organized around the Tour de France, and Spinzilla, just to
name a few.  You may be thinking to yourself “This sounds nice, but it’s
virtual…how truly connected can you get?”  I would argue that you can get
quite connected.  In some of the groups, the “regulars” become rather good
friends, as do teammates for some for these special “events”.  I have seen
just as much open sharing and support in close online groups as I have in
“real life”.

This brings me to a second observation I have: knitters are a generous
group of people.  Charity knitting, or knitting in service, has a long history
and comes in various forms.  Knitting to support troops during wartime has
a long history from socks in the Civil War to socks, scarves, and mitts in
WWII.  Want to support troops from the homefront?  Take up a pair of
knitting needles!  This holds true today as there were a number of efforts to
collect and distribute knitted helmet liner to our troops stationed in Iraq.
Not only are they getting something functional, they are getting something
crafted with care from the homefront.  Think about it…it takes time to create
a handcrafted item.  It’s not just five minutes and a done deal; to craft
something for someone takes time and therefore comes from the heart.
For me, service knitting is important, and most of the knitting groups I
belong or have belonged to have it as a component of their program.  I my



current group we support local breast cancer survivors with knit scarves,
and knitted knockers are a new project for us this year.  We have
historically done chemo caps and blanket squares.  Charity knitting can be
educational and remind us of our good fortune.  When a former group was
knitting caps for preemies at Christiana Hospital a number of years ago, we
made small baby hats.  The hospital came back to us, thanked us, and told
us that the hats were too big for most of their recipients.  Being the
responsive knitters we were, we scaled the pattern back a little thinking that
these new hats would surely be small enough…they weren’t.  It wasn’t until
we were given the guidance to knit items that would fit a lemon or a small
orange that we had a transformational moment.  I still remember the group
of us sitting around a table making small fruit-sized shapes with our hands
in disbelief as we tried to grasp to reality of what we were knitting for.  As a
mother, I now reflect back on that with a completely different perspective.
Knitting can also be charitable in other ways.  Rather than donating knitted
garments, it can be used for fundraising. Through yarn donation and group
yarn sales my knitting group supports RSVP Knitters, who are retired men
and women that do charity knitting.  They in turn donate thousands of items
each year to local charity efforts.  On Ravelry, many on those group
activities I previously mentioned are also fundraisers.  Two of them are
fundraisers for Doctors without Borders and raise near $10,000 annually.
And on a different scale, the charity of knitters also supports their own.  In
one of my Ravelry groups, a well-known independent yarn dyer’s studio,
and therefore business, burned to the ground.  Once she was able to get a
small temporary space to use for work, the group coordinated a knit along
using yarn purchased from her to help her rebuild.  As for the pattern, the
only stipulation was that it had to be Phoenix-themed.

Whether you know it or not, we do have a fiber-themed group here which
meets twice a month.  We are currently small in number and are all knitters
but we are open to other fiber crafts.  We knit together for fun and share
knowledge and techniques; in some ways it reminds me of the quilting
group that used to meet weekly at the church I attended as a child. We also
knit to support pastoral care efforts of this church, and to be honest, many
of the knitters who actually support this service are unable to attend our
knitting group for one reason or another. The service knitting done to
support our church largely manifests as Comfort Cloaks, our UU equivalent
of a prayer shawl designed by Lisa Jacobs, but we also have some scarves
we’ve collected to have for ILYA, or Independent Living for Young Adults.
A small force of dedicated knitters support this effort, and while I don’t have



exact numbers, based on what I do know I can easily say we’ve provided at
least 20-30 shawls in the last 6-9 months, and maybe half a dozen or so
scarves. Each knitter has her own personal reasons for why she supports
this effort. I will speak more about my personal experiences with this aspect
of service to the church later.

For a short bit, let’s step away from knitting and join with each other in
song.  Singing, or music in general, is another great way to bring spiritual
practice into everyday life.  Please rise if you are able and join me in
singing Hymn #89, Come, my way, my truth in life.

Part 2: The Spirituality of Knitting Tracy Spinka-Doms

What is spirituality? I find it to be one of those words that has a woefully
inadequate dictionary definition, and it truly means something a little
different to everyone. As a result, I would like to propose that for the rest of
our time together this morning we work from a common definition.  In a
Body/Mind/Spirit discussion at Georgetown University’s National Center for
Cultural Competence I found the following taken from Kaiser’s 2000
publication on spirituality in the business of health care:

Spirituality “refers to a broad set of principles that transcend all
religions. Spirituality is about the relationship between ourselves and
something larger. That something can be the good of the community
or the people who are served by your agency or school or with
energies greater than ourselves. Spirituality means being in the right
relationship with all that is. It is a stance of harmlessness toward all
living beings and an understanding of their mutual interdependence.”

I like this definition because it is widely encompassing in its scope and
because it acknowledges that it transcends religion.  By this definition,
many of the things I discussed earlier, if done with certain intention, could
be considered spiritual.

I am willing to bet that many of you never thought of knitting as being
potentially spiritual, especially if you are a new knitter who is just trying to
get the most basics aspects in control.  I can tell you that based upon the
number of books out there, I am not the only knitter thinking this way.  To
name a few there’s The Knitting Way: A Guide to Spiritual Self-discovery,
Knit for Health & Wellness: How to knit a flexible mind and more…, Zen
and the Art of Knitting, and Knitting into the Mystery, which focuses



specifically on prayer shawl ministry.  Add to that another handful of books
which are compiled short stories written about the role of knitting in life.
Some of these stories are humorous and delightful, others are downright
heart-wrenching.  And again, I want to remind everyone that while I think
knitting is awesome, it’s not just knitting to which this applies.  In Everyday
Spiritual Practice: Simple Pathways for Enriching your Life, numerous other
crafts and hobbies are explored, such as needlework, quilting, gardening,
cooking, art, and recycling, along with more “traditional” practices.  And as
one essay in this book pointed out, what may work for you in one part of
your life you may find no longer works for you at another point in your
journey, and that is okay too.  As we grow and change, so too might our
practice.  As we explore further, I will try to pull some of these examples in
where appropriate.

In Zen and the Art of Knitting, author Bernadette Murphy not only looks
inward for the benefits of knitting but also interviews other knitters to learn
how and where knitting fits into their lives and whether they felt they receive
any spiritual benefit from knitting.  One knitter called “Judith” admitted that
while she enjoys knitting she feels she receives little benefit when knitting
for herself.  Rather, she finds it most freeing when she knits for other
people.  It is during this time that she is able to get outside of herself, and
she finds that she is able to knit without expectation and self-criticism.
Another knitter discussed the soft chemo caps she made for her neighbor’s
sister who was undergoing breast cancer treatment; she was deeply moved
when she leaned of the relief it brought to the discomfort caused by the
new hair growing in.

In 1998 this spiritual aspect of knitting for others evolved into a more
focused shawl-knitting ministry, also known as the prayer shawl ministry.  A
group of women who were participating in Hartford Seminary’s Women’s
Leadership Institute came together and began knitting shawls.  Some
women were knitting for others battling illness, another was knitting shawls
for new mothers or to celebrate other significant passages, and yet others
were knitting for people who “just needed a shawl”, perhaps to bring hope
or comfort to someone in despair.  Susan Jorgensen, one of the authors of
Knitting into the Mystery said this: “If one could wear the sentiments often
found in a greeting card, it would be as a shawl.”

That’s actually pretty powerful.  If you think of all the occasions for which
you would buy a greeting card, you realize this ministry touches peoples’



lives across a full spectrum, from joy and celebration to grief, illness and
despair.  Much like our First U knitters, the reasons why they knit shawls
are as diverse as the reasons for which they are knitted.  One of the
greatest differences between our shawls and those made in through prayer
shawl ministry is that they usually know for whom and for what reason they
are knitting the shawl.  Though our knitters may on rare occasion know who
they are knitting for, more often than not we are knitting to support pastoral
care in general so that they have this resource to distribute when needed.
Usually we keep some “on hand”, but there have been times when needs
ran high, numbers ran low, and our knitters rose to the occasion to make
sure we had enough to distribute because they realize the value and
benefit these shawls provide.

Many of the First U knitters know someone who has received one of our
shawls.  They know what it meant to that person.  If that wasn’t enough, the
acknowledgement cards we gotten are equally as touching.  One of our
recipients wrote “You offer a way of finding healing with your shawls –
which means much personal effort is passed on with love to the recipient.
For this I am ever grateful.”

To be completely honest it is somewhat irrelevant whether or not we know
the recipient or the reason the shawl is being given.  According to prayer
shawl ministry, there are a few key components which need to go into their
shawl process, and I would argue that our knitters infuse our shawls very
same things: mindfulness, prayerfulness, and respect.  I would go one step
further and say we infuse them with love.  Prayer shawl ministry instructs
you to find a quiet place to knit, perhaps setting aside a specific location in
which to do your work, and then to knit with intention.  I don’t necessarily
buy into the thought that you need to find a quiet place, but I do believe you
need to have a quiet mind and find a place of center.  That is part of the
reason you will frequently find me knitting on a comfort cloak during
service…I am literally in the right frame of mind, and I truly feel that the
shawls get infused with the energies we put into them.  In many ways, each
stitch is a prayer in and of itself; the only benefit in knowing the recipient or
the purpose is that you can direct that prayer more specifically.

The old saying goes “it is better to give than to receive.”  I have been on
both sides of the comfort cloak.  Receiving one was touching beyond
words.  If I am having a rough period for one reason or another or simply
just a bad day, I still seek the comfort of my shawl - wrapping myself in it is



like being given a hug of pure love.  I have also had the honor, and I do
mean honor, of distributing comfort cloaks.  Looking back I think it was
equally as moving an experience, if not more so…a true opening of the
soul, again living the three key elements of mindfulness, prayerfulness, and
respect.

We knitters are not the only ones to give support to the Pastoral care
program here at church.  There is also a dedicated group of people who
cook and provide meals.  While I can’t speak for them, I wouldn’t be
surprised if they served our membership for similar reasons, with similar
intentions.  The act of cooking and sharing food is another very spiritual
act, and another way to bring spirituality into your everyday life.  Lynn
Brodie speaks to this in her essay in Everyday Spiritual Practice.  She talks
about how cooking for her family is both a mysterious and creative process
which she finds connects her to humanity, to both her past and present.
Her practice changed over time as she changed over time, and it makes
her feel fully connected.

So far I have spoken a lot about knitting for others and how we may
experience that practice on a much deeper level.  That however, does not
speak for all knitters; I know some who do almost no service-oriented
knitting but still gain great benefit from it. For some, knitting connects them
to or roots them in their own lives; the knitted products tell the stories of
their lives.  Many knitters have one or more very sentimental pieces which
are directly tied to personal events. It could be something joyous, such as a
travelogue where the memories of places travelled are recalled when
looking at something knitted from yarn purchased on a vacation or
something made while on a trip. It may also be something more bittersweet
where the knitting served as therapy to get through a challenging time in
life. Reflecting upon those pieces may bring both the memory of grief but
also the memory and knowledge of the ability to overcome those
challenges.

In this type of knitting, the knitted works may reflect the journey, not the
destination.   In Zen and the Art of Knitting, more than one person
interviewed reported that the spiritual aspect of knitting for them was in the
process, the focus during the creation of the knitted piece.  For many of
these people, creation and creativity is intrinsic to the spirituality of the
craft.  Again, this is not unique to knitters as this theme recurred not only in
the cooking-focused essay in Everyday Spiritual Practice, but also the



needlework, quilting, and art–focused essays.  Also frequently reported is
the benefit of the rhythmic repeated stitches, and how this helps to calm,
quiet, and center the mind.

In Zen and the Art of Knitting, interviewee Nancy commented about how
her friend wanted her to discover the benefits of meditation.  He would
espouse its effects, and try as she might, she just couldn’t get it.  While at a
retreat, she was knitting, and through discussions there she learned that
she was getting all of the same feelings: the calm and quiet, the
mindfulness, the connectedness that he experienced, just in her own way.
Writer Caren Gussoff Sumpton speaks of something quite similar in her
article “Knitting as Spiritual Practice: Meditation for the Monkey Mind”
published in the University Unitarian Church’s announcements, I quote:

“I didn’t start knitting to meditate.  But the disciplined, repetitive
motion of my hands allowed me to do what other styles of meditation
did not.”

Speaking personally, I have to say I agree.  I am not a great meditator.  I
have tried on and off since my teens years, and while I am getting better at
it, I truly have a difficult time turning my mind off, and frequently this can
even lead to bouts of insomnia.  Knitting helps me get there.  I try to knit
almost every night, even if just for a short time.  I find that within minutes of
picking up my needles, the repetitive motion, the feel of the yarn in my
hands, and the focus on my work stills the churn in my mind, and I find a
sense of peace and openness.  Apparently, knitting is not the only thing
which does this for me. At least once or twice a year I do public spinning
demonstrations. Without fail I will have people who just watch me, then tell
me what a peaceful, calm, and relaxed presence I have while doing it.
Internally, I know I feel the same way when spinning as when I knit, and I
am always amazed at how that comes through.

So what is it about these quiet repetitive motions found in knitting, spinning
and other forms of needlework that translates to a state similar to that
achieved by meditation? Apparently I am not the only person to ask this
question.  Most, if not all of us, have heard about the many studies
regarding the practice of meditation and the health benefits it provides.
Using MRI, researchers at Harvard Medical School have actually monitored
brain activity during meditation and learned that it activates the autonomic
nervous system, that part of our nervous system involved in our
unconscious body functions, many of which are among the first to be
compromised during stress.  Research has shown that meditation can



reduce or reverse heart disease, boost immune function, help control pain,
reduce depression and anxiety, and improve gastrointestinal issues…just
to name a few.  In Zen in the Art of Knitting, the author spoke with
researchers at Harvard Med School’s Mind/Body Institute to further
understand how knitting fits into this.  They now acknowledge that there are
a number of activities which are able to elicit the “relaxation response” seen
in meditators, and have drilled it down to two major requirements needed
for this response: (1) a repetitive sound/phrase/prayer/activity and (2) the
setting aside of intruding thoughts to return to the repetition.  Additionally,
they acknowledge that people who meditate experience greater creativity,
improved concentration, and that centers of the brain affected during
meditation also decrease spatial awareness and time orientation,
supporting the feelings of oneness, unity, and expansion – those aspects
frequently associated with the “spiritual” feelings people experience while
meditating.

Based on this, then, does that mean all knitters are meditative and
spiritual?  I would argue not.  New knitters worried about making mistakes,
and knitters focused on perfection or overly critical of their work may have
difficulty letting go to just embrace the process. The interviewed researcher
at the Institute agrees that activities like knitting are not automatically
meditative, but if approached in the right way can become a meditative
activity that provides these same benefits that meditation imparts.  The key
is all in the frame of mind; they recommended to have an intended focus
and an attitude of interest, and openness to the process.  Generally
speaking, we have limited movement while knitting, and what movement
we do have tends to be slow; overall, knitting makes us still.  If we follow
these criteria, then, could they not apply to many other crafts and hobbies
other than knitting?  And this stillness is not critical, either, if you think of
walking meditation, yoga, or tai chi where the movement is simply slow,
controlled, and intentional.

And finally, these benefits can be gleaned regardless of our age.  The
Waldorf School uses knitting and other handwork as an integral part of their
education program.  They too see the benefit of improved concentration
and attentiveness in their students, and their studies suggest that it also
helps with fine motor skill development, eye/hand coordination, and
numerical understanding.  That is just one reason why I am teaching my
children hand crafts.



Look around at what you do: what excites you? What brings you joy?  Do
you consider any of these to be spiritual in nature?  If traditional meditation
doesn’t work for you, consider exploring these practices and techniques in
your hobbies, crafts, exercise, and music. And, why wait to have a
meditative moment?  Please join me in one of my favorite meditative
songs, #1009 in the teal hymnal, Meditation on Breathing.  Feel free to take
which ever part is most comfortable and meditative to you.


